
 

 

CROSSLANDS RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

Monday, October 2, 2017 

Attendance: 

Board Members Present:   Ann Batley, Dick Baxter, Mike Duffy, Chuck Gosselink, Julie Knobil, Peter 
Lane, Lois Mulligan, Bobbie O’Sullivan, Peg Parker, Jo-anne Smith, Elinor Thomforde, Sara Jane Withers, 
Louis Wonderly, Manya Bean, Sam Wagner, Manya Bean. Bonnie Marcus was absent. 

Residents Present: Elva Pepper, Evan Clingman, Elizabeth Bainbridge, Julie Noolan, Jennifer Allcock, 
Dick Scheldt, Nicholas LaPara, Charmaine Kissinger, Fanny Cracknell, Dick Voldstad, Maggie McCaskey, 
Jean Barker, Sally Tweedie, Del Tweedie, Wendell Lofland, Jean Worley, Marge Moretzsohn, Alice 
Delduco, Phyllis Wenner, Ruth Anderson, Valerie Suter, Ruth Galantino, Sharon Sundial, Judy Heald, 
Diana Stevens, Cynthia LaPara, Betty Nathan, Alice Bucher, Jane Krick, Denny Schreyer, Harriet 
Selfridge, Dick Kline, Trudy Reed, Mary Lou Thomas, Carol Bossert, Robin Harper, Mary Lee Barker, Bill 
Heald, Thomas Swain, Annamarie MacKeand, Elizabeth Rhoads, David Rhoads, Barb Pusey, Robert 
Cohen, Nancy Crowe, Garry Stone, Brigitte Alexander, Betty Gordon, Les Small, Pringle Symonds, Art 
Franz, Tonie Franz. 

Welcome and President’s Remarks:                                                                              Louis Wonderly 

President Lou Wonderly called the meeting to order and explained the purpose of the meeting.  The 
deaths of two residents, Bertha Porter and Jeannine Harkins were remembered. A welcome was 
extended to our new residents, Joan and Joyce Hurt, and Dan Gross.  The KRA board member, Charles 
Hill, was introduced and welcomed. 

The Staff visitor, Director of Rehabilitation Services K/C, Antonio Sofia was not present yet for 
introduction. Lou announced that he would be welcomed later in the meeting upon his arrival. 

Minutes:                                                                                                                              Louis Wonderly                

The minutes from Tuesday, September 5th, 2017, having been circulated earlier, were approved.   

Treasurers Report:                                                                                                           Sara Jane Withers 

Copies of the income and expense budget were distributed prior to the meeting and will be filed with 
the minutes.  The current balance is $44,069.63, and is 80.4% of the budget. Sara Jane noted that the 
amount recently received from the ceramics committee would be added to next month’s report and 
was not reflected in this month’s. 

First Vice President’s Report:                                                                                         Manya Bean 

Manya introduced the people who handled the concerns session this month, Peter Lane and Lois 
Mulligan.  The concerns report was reported by Lois Mulligan. Two residents voiced two concerns. 

1. A concern was voiced regarding the conservation of electricity in the trash, laundry, and bus 
waiting rooms. The motion activated lights are functioning erratically. Lights stay on when not 
needed and can be activated by anyone walking past a window. This seems to be the case in 
more than one area on campus.  This concern was reported to Meg Lemley who forwarded 
the concern onto Joe Deckman.   



 

 

 Meg reported that the action motivated lighting was not energy efficient as they were not working as expected. Joe Deckman will meet with the energy committee to discuss and solve the problem. 

2. A concern was communicated via a written note concerning a resident in Firbank West who 
was having difficulty feeding himself on more than one occasion. The resident feels that help 
in feeding by the staff was inconsistent and that as a result the resident leaves food on his 
plate. This concern was reported to Med Lemley who referred it Donna Taylor. Meg reported 
that Donna is currently following up on this concern but noted that each resident is assessed 
individually in these cases.  

 
Second Vice President’s Report:                                                                                     Peg Parker 

There were only two committee changes to report this month, these changes have been noted on the 
List of Committees on the CRA Bulletin Board and in the CRA blue notebook in the library.  

The “Choices at End of Life” committee has changed its name to “Choices in Later Years” committee. 

The Chair of the Bulletin Board committee is now Sharon Sundial. 

KRA Meeting report:                                                                                                          Dick Baxter 

The KRA is talking to the administration about helping residents cope with the physical challenges of 
internal moves.   

They discussed the role of the Horticulture committee. The Horticulture Committee wants no changes 
made to either the public or personal gardens without running it past the Horticulture committee first.  

Dick found it interesting the KRA has its contribution drive while budget decisions are in progress. The 
CRA has its contribution drive prior to making the budget decisions for the year.  

There is to be a new committee called the Hootenanny Committee.  

A new resolution was discussed that involves the communication and cooperation with the Kendal - 
Crosslands Board. It was suggested that a new committee be formed to handle and represent Kendal in 
communication going both ways to and from the Board to the KRA Board and community. There was 
no consensus and it was agreed to revisit this issue at the next KRA meeting. 

One concern was raised that questioned whether it was appropriate to tip the staff of the Beauty Shop. 
We do tip here at Crosslands because they are a separate business and not K~C employees. 

CCRC Area Council Report – Quadrangle:                                                                      Maggie McCaskey 

Maggie was joined by Sharon Sundial and Jane Krick as representatives from Crosslands. Quadrangle is 
part of the Sunrise Senior Living Group and is a “for profit” CCRC in Haverford, PA.   Maggie’s notes on 
her visit will accompany the minutes. 

Sharon Sundial also did a short report on Quadrangle’s program. They have a 75-acre campus with 
mature trees, but have a problem with invasive vines the residents feel unable to tackle. The assisted 
living facility was a 4-story apartment building some distance from the main center and connected by 
an underground tunnel. This building also has a locked dementia unit of about 25 beds.  Sharon also 
visited their fitness and pool area. She found their facilities small in comparison with ours. Residents 



 

 

are very pleased with their Fitness Director, a very vigorous 79-year-old man. They have 17 weekly 
classes organized for each level of care. 

The next meeting will be in December.  Maggie offered the opportunity to visit to any of our residents. 

Staff Visitor, Director of Rehabilitation Services:                                                         Antonio Sofia 

Antonio explained his job as coordinating the rehabilitation services provided at Crosslands. He is also 
working with the wellness staff to consolidate the Wellness and Rehabilitation programs.  Antonio is 
providing direction and support to the two teams, and working to integrate the two programs. His 
team is also trying to expand the reach of these programs especially the wellness piece, to support the 
health service needs of the independent living community. Contact information: 610-388-5587    
ALSofia@.Kendal.org.  His office is downstairs with the rehabilitation team.  

Question:  Is there a state or national rating system for Rehab and/or Wellness programs?         

Answer:  No. The assessment for these programs is a portion of the National Medicare Star Program 
rating. 

President’s Report:                                                                                                              Louis Wonderly 

Nominating Committee Chair:   

Char Gosselink was nominated and approved by the Board as Chair of the nominating committee.  She 
will come to the Board with suggestions for committee members. 

September 29th Board Luncheon: 

Lou reported the board members present discussed the participation of board members as according 
to the Constitution.  Mike Duffy added that the discussion was about the increase of engagement of 
the Board members through participating in the discussion of the agenda issues prior to the next 
months’ meeting.   

Lou gave a “heads up” to the residents that the tables for the next board meeting may be reconfigured 
so that they were not surprised at the next meeting. 

Report on the 40th Anniversary Celebration: 

It was reported the feedback was good for the weekend of Crabs, the Reception, and Dinner.  Lou 
offered congratulations and applauded the work done, with a special thank you to the staff for all their 
work to make everything run smoothly.  It was suggested that the CRA Board present a formal Thank 
You to the staff for all their work.  

Other Matters: 

Peter Lane reported on Friends Society on Aging meeting he attended. This is an umbrella group of 
mostly Quaker facilities such as Medford Leas in Medford, NJ.  Attached are the Hallmarks of Quaker 
Values – Inspired Senior Living which were read aloud by Peter, and he said was the crux of the 
discussions. 

Administration Report:                                                                                                 Meg Lemley/Phil DeBaun 



 

 

 Meg: There are four new move-ins scheduled this month, and twenty-one move-ins scheduled through 
December.  Overall occupancy is 88.5%. Crosslands is 87.3% and Kendal is 89.8%. Coniston and Cartmel 
are close to 100%. 

October 18th2017 is the start date for the conference room being closed for redecorating. October 25th, 
2017 will be the last marketing event until after the Holidays. This will be an expo type event with 
vendors that can offer assistance for new residents moving to Kendal Crosslands. 

Phil: Donna Taylor is ready to present the new Home Services program to the Kendal Crosslands Board. 
The presentation will include health services and expenditures needed. The administration is hoping for 
preliminary endorsement this month so the program can be added to the budget. They are expecting 
to be live sometime in 2018. 

The administration is currently looking at the internal move policies and trying to standardize them 
regarding the physical move out and move in for residents changing housing. It was explained that 
typically maintenance did the physical move, and family or the resident sorted, packed the boxes, and 
got everything ready for the move. However, some people need more assistance than others and that 
has been provided without cost when needed. The administration is thinking that helping residents 
with moving is not a good use for the maintenance/grounds staff and is therefore looking outside 
sources to do the moving. Also, a charge will be assessed the resident if extra help is needed from 
either the outside company or staff.  

Phil announced the small group repositioning planning meetings scheduled for the George Fox Room 
this week looking for feedback from the communities. There are signup sheets on the bulletin board. 
They are holding the ones for Crosslands first. Then will approach the other communities.  

Finally, he discussed Kendal’s idea of a creation of a committee of undefined purpose that would open 
channels of communication in the future.  There is an idea that eventually there would be 
representatives for all four communities. 

Audience Questions and Comments: 

Brigitte Alexander: Question of Phil about the role of the Kendal-Crosslands Board of Directors and 
their job description. Phil answered succinctly what the board was and what they do, and said that the 
bylaws require at least two members from the communities but residents may not be more than 20%. 
He explained that much of the board make-up and duties were outlined in such a way as to follow the 
laws for a non-profit facility. Currently, Kay Edstene represents Crosslands and Tom Paxton represents 
Kendal. 

Julie Noolan:  Questioned the vehicle of communication to the board as written in the constitution of 
the CRA and KRA boards.  Historically there has been no policy for our representatives or the rest of the 
Board to be transparent about what has been discussed in their meetings. Phil noted that a list of 
representatives is submitted from the communities that he forwards to the CRA/KRA Board.  

Thomas Swain: had a question regarding the data sign-in process in the fitness/wellness center. He says 
it does not work effectively.  Thomas also had a question about what sort of evacuation plan was in 
place in case of a disaster.   Phil answered this by saying there was not one single protocol in place but 
that we have the generators, the nursing staff has protocols they follow, and there is food for several 
months stored in the basement of the Mott house.   



 

 

David Rhoads: asked how many units are still open?  Meg answered: Currently 226 are occupied. There 
are 33 open for sale, and 13 in Woolman that are not.   David had a question about the physical space 
limitations and safety for events held in the Wm. Penn Room. Noted the example of Molly Kline’s 
memorial service where the room was filled beyond capacity, and still more people wanted to come in. 
Phil answered by saying that we need to be aware of the safety issues and try to avoid issues if 
possible. Expanding the auditorium is in the long-range plans for Crosslands.  Phil suggested he come to 
the meeting for long range planning. 

Nicholas LaPara and Julie Noolan wanted to know what the dumpster behind the dining hall was for. It 
was determined that it was not a dumpster but a shipping crate being used for storage regarding the 
project to remove and replace the make-up air device, exhaust, heating systems, and new water 
systems in the kitchen.  

David Peacefull:  Why was Phil in the building on Sunday not dressed up in a suit?  Phil explained that it 
was his weekend to be the manager on duty which the administration staff did on a rotating basis. They 
are there to advise and take care of the odd stuff that pops up on weekends. They back up the in-place 
systems. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

Jo-anne Smith 

Acting Secretary 


